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Accuracy of available methods for quantifying the heat power
generation of nanoparticles for magnetic hyperthermia

Irene Andreu and Eva Natividad

Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Aragón (ICMA), CSIC – Universidad de Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain

Abstract

In magnetic hyperthermia, characterising the specific functionality of magnetic nanoparticle
arrangements is essential to plan the therapies by simulating maximum achievable tempera-
tures. This functionality, i.e. the heat power released upon application of an alternating
magnetic field, is quantified by means of the specific absorption rate (SAR), also referred to as
specific loss power (SLP). Many research groups are currently involved in the SAR/SLP
determination of newly synthesised materials by several methods, either magnetic or
calorimetric, some of which are affected by important and unquantifiable uncertainties that
may turn measurements into rough estimates. This paper reviews all these methods, discussing
in particular sources of uncertainties, as well as their possible minimisation. In general,
magnetic methods, although accurate, do not operate in the conditions of magnetic
hyperthermia. Calorimetric methods do, but the easiest to implement, the initial-slope
method in isoperibol conditions, derives inaccuracies coming from the lack of matching
between thermal models, experimental set-ups and measuring conditions, while the most
accurate, the pulse-heating method in adiabatic conditions, requires more complex set-ups.
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Introduction

The success in the use of a particular material for a given

application is based on three main aspects: the adequate

synthesis or fabrication of such materials, the correct charac-

terisation of their specific functionalities, and the assessment of

their performance in operating conditions. Since the first

reported experiments on tissue heating using maghemite

nanoparticles exposed to a 1.2-MHz magnetic field [1], this

statement has been implemented with nano-objects based on

magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) to be used as the active

principle in the application of magnetic fluid hyperthermia

(MFH) for cancer treatment [2,3]. The number of research

groups working on synthesis [4–6], encapsulation [7,8] and

functionalisation [9,10] of such nano-objects has increased

exponentially. Some of these materials have been subjected to

biological tests, such as studies on cellular uptake [11] and cell

viability upon MFH sessions [12], assessments of in vivo tumor

regression [13–16] and clinical trials [17–21]. In particular, the

company Magforce (Berlin, Germany) has been a pioneer in

obtaining the European Union Regulatory Approval (10/2011)

to perform the NanoTherm� therapy on glioblastoma multi-

forme at the Charité Hospital in Berlin.

The NanoTherm� therapy [22] is performed in three steps:

(1) injection of the ferrofluid into the tumour, (2) therapy

planning according to the MNP distribution within the

tumour, previously observed by CT, (3) therapy application

using a special-purpose alternating magnetic field (AMF)

applicator [23,24], which operates at a fixed frequency, f, of

100 kHz and at variable amplitude, H0, ranging from 2 to

18 kA/m.

The planning of the therapy is performed by means of

special-purpose software that uses the bioheat transfer

equation to simulate the maximum temperatures achieved

during the treatment, which allows the defining of the AMF

amplitude and the duration of the sessions. Simulations

require quantification of several parameters [25,26], either

geometrical (e.g. MNP distribution), physiological (e.g. blood

pressure) or thermal, both of the tissues (e.g. specific heat)

and of the MNPs (e.g. heat power generation upon AMF

application). The latter in particular, which is the specific

functionality of MNPs for MFH, is quantified by means of the

specific absorption rate, SAR (W/g), also referred to as

specific loss power (SLP), defined as

SAR ¼ P

mMNP

ð1Þ

where P is the heat power dissipated by the MNPs and mMNP

is the mass of magnetic material.

Published data describing treatment results [19,20], reflect

in some cases differences of several degrees Celsius between

the real achieved temperature, measured by invasive therm-

ometry, and the simulated temperature. Most likely sources of

these concerning differences are two-fold: first, widely used
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methods for SAR measurement may derive high inaccuracies,

and second, SAR determination is often carried out on

ferrofluids, despite that the performance of these systems may

differ considerably from that of MNP local arrangements

within the tissues after injection, in which heating mechan-

isms may be reduced or suppressed and where, due to the

intrinsic magnetic nature of the MNPs, inter-particle inter-

actions affect their magnetic properties and may degrade SAR

values. In this sense, a more accurate determination of SAR

on more adequate arrangements (e.g. solid matrices, phan-

toms, biopsies) would improve matching between simulations

and real temperatures during therapies.

The correct determination of SAR is not only relevant for

the planning of therapies, but also to feedback synthetic

procedures leading to optimising the performance of these

materials, and to correlating SAR with the different dissipa-

tion mechanisms and characteristics of MNPs arrangements,

so that optimisation of materials can be more easily

fulfilled [11].

Given that the SAR of a given MNP system with given size

distribution, spatial arrangement, add-ons and dispersive

media is an intrinsic property, one should obtain the same

SAR value independently of the measuring method employed

for its determination, so that differences between methods are

indicative of the presence of uncertainties. In this work we

survey the different methods currently used for SAR deter-

mination, discussing derived uncertainties, as well as their

sources and possible minimisation.

Inaccuracies related to alternating magnetic field

The heating generated by MNPs under an AMF is strongly

dependent on H0. It is thus of crucial importance that the

AMF used in any set-up for SAR measurement has a constant

and well-known amplitude at the sample space, so that the

sample heating output can be assigned to this H0 value. This

should be ensured by careful designs of the AMF source and

corroborated by simulations [27–30]. It is also important to

minimise the influence of the eventual heating of the AMF

source on the sample, for example, using vacuum, an insulator

layer or cooling means [28,31]. Furthermore, a magnetised

sample placed within the generated AMF tends to decrease

the magnetic field inside itself through the so-called

demagnetising field, which is determined by the shape of

the sample, and is more relevant the higher its magnetisation

(M) is. This effect derives inaccuracies in the determination of

H0 if appreciable unknown and non-constant H0 distributions

are generated inside the sample volume [32,33].

SAR increases with f and H0, since more energy is

transferred from the AMF to the MNPs. It is straightforward

then, thinking that by increasing f and H0, the higher heating

output of the MNPs would make it possible to reduce the

dosage of MNPs supplied to the body, with the same

therapeutic effects. However, the values of these parameters

that can be safely used at in vivo applications are restricted to

a certain range due to unwanted eddy currents generated in

the tissue and induced stimulation of peripheral nerves [34].

As a rule of thumb, a product H0 � f5485 kA/m kHz (bio-

logical range of AMF application) is required in humans [35],

with 505f51200 kHz and H0515 kA/m, though higher H0 � f

products can be applied to certain areas of the body, as shown

in Wust et al. [19]. In this study, using f¼ 100 kHz, the

maximum H0 bearable by the patients was 3–6 kA/m for the

pelvis, confirming results in Atkinson et al. [35], while for

the head it rose up to more than 10 kA/m. In animal studies

the H0 � f frontier is broader [13–16,36].

In spite of the limited values of AMF parameters required

for clinical applications, the parameters used for measuring

SAR cover a much wider range. This fact is reflected in

Figure 1, generated using references [4–11,27–32,37–96] and

self-references herein. The majority of SAR determination

experiments are in fact performed with pairs (f, H0) out of the

biological range. The most used f is 100 kHz in the case of

calorimetric determinations, but the AMF amplitudes are

usually higher than 5 kA/m, whereas magnetic determinations

tend to apply very low H0 values, but higher frequencies,

reaching the MHz range. In both cases these ranges are

somehow imposed by the set-ups used for SAR determination,

as will be seen in the following sections. To extrapolate SAR

measurements to the f and H0 values suitable for clinical

MFH, a SAR / f �H2
0 dependency is widely applied, but this

relationship scarcely holds [41,45,46,97]. At most, it can be

used to compare the efficiency of several systems in

generating heat from the AMF energy, but not to systemat-

ically extrapolate SAR values. Even assuming the basic case

of a monodisperse MNP system without inter-particle inter-

actions, diverse dependencies on f and H0 can be found, for

example, due to different magnetic behaviours as a function of

MNP size [97] (multi-domain, ferro/ferrimagnetic single-

domain or superparamagnetic) or depending on the relative

value of H0 compared to that of characteristic magnetic

parameters of the system, such as anisotropy field and

coercive field [98,99].

These dependencies may be mixed within a system with

size dispersion (resulting in an unknown average behaviour)

or altered due to inter-particle magnetic interactions [99,100],

both being non-negligible in common MNP systems.

Consequently, to avoid inaccuracies deriving from extrapola-

tions, the use of parameters within the biological range of

AMF application is highly advised.

Magnetic determination of SAR

An assembly of MNPs subjected to an external AMF invests

electromagnetic energy from the field in magnetisation

reversal processes. Its internal energy is then first increased

and afterwards released as heat. The relationship between the

heat generated and the magnetic response of the MNPs makes

possible the determination of SAR by different types of

magnetic measurements, in which this response is usually

measured by quantifying, through different sensors, the

current induced in a gradiometric inductive coil due to the

changes over time in the magnetic flux density produced by

the sample [101].

Hysteresis loops

When an AMF is applied to a ferro/ferrimagnetic material, the

non-linearity and delay of its magnetisation with respect to

the applied field, H, originates that the M versus H trend

describes a so-called hysteresis loop. The area entrapped
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within the M(H) cycle determines the heat dissipated per

AMF cycle, and SAR can be calculated from quantification of

this area [102] as

SAR ¼ f

�MNP

�0

I
M Hð ÞdH ð2Þ

where m0¼ 4p� 10�7 T m/A is the permeability of free space,

�MNP is the density of the magnetic material, and M and H are

expressed in SI units (A/m). According to Equation 2, SAR

can be computed by magnetic methods by calculating the

value of the closed integral, that is, by determining the area of

the hysteresis loop between �H0 integrating the experimental

M(H) curve and taking into account the AMF frequency.

Several research groups [37–39,98,103–107] calculate this

area using vibrating sample magnetometers (VSM) [108] or

superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) mag-

netometers [109], both being commercial equipment present

in many laboratories involved with magnetism. With them,

hysteresis loops are carried out quasi-statically, that is,

magnetisation is measured in the presence of a magnetic

field varying at very low frequency, much smaller than those

used for MFH. Accordingly, this method may easily drive to a

misleading SAR determination if the effects of AFM

frequency on the area of hysteresis loops are not considered.

In particular, this method is useless for superparamagnetic

nanoparticles, which show no hysteresis in quasi-static

measurements due to thermally activated magnetisation

relaxation mechanisms, whereas the area of dynamic loops

at certain frequencies is non-zero and frequency dependent

for such materials [41,45,49,97]. Single-domain MNPs out of

the superparamagnetic regime and multi-domain MNPs do

present quasi-static hysteresis, but the area of these loops

differ from those obtained with higher frequencies [110,111].

To avoid uncertainties derived from frequency effects, the

ideal option is to determine the area of hysteresis loops

applying AMFs with the typical parameters for MFH. To the

authors’ knowledge, there is no commercial equipment

committed to the measurement of M(H) cycles in the

biological range of AMF application, as the detection of

magnetisation at frequencies in the range of the kHz brings

several problems [108]. However, some groups have devel-

oped such home-made devices [28,40–45]. It is worth

highlighting the device in Bekovic et al. [28,43] which

measures temperature while recording M(t) and H(t) during

AMF application at typical f and H0 for MFH (50–678 kHz,

up to 15 kA/m). This set-up allowed comparison between

SAR values determined simultaneously by calorimetric

methods and by hysteresis-loop integration [28]. In that

work, the standard deviation of the values obtained calor-

imetrically were found bigger, due to the calorimetric method

used (see Use of time constant and DTmax below).

AC magnetic susceptibility

In linear response theory (LRT) the magnetisation of an

assembly of MNPs is assumed to be linear with H, with a

complex magnetic susceptibility �¼�0 � i�00, where �0 and

�00 are the in-phase and out-of-phase components of magnetic

susceptibility, respectively. In this framework, � depends on

AFM frequency, but not on H0. Using this complex suscep-

tibility and considering sinusoidal applied magnetic field

[102], Equation 2 changes into

SAR ¼ ��0

�MNP

fH2
0�
00 ð3Þ

and provides another method to calculate SAR by magnetic

means, using the complex susceptibility of the system

provided that LRT can be applied.

According to Carrey et al. [97], where MNP systems with no

inter-particle interactions are tackled, LRT is only valid when

H0 5
kBT

�0MSVM

and H0 � Hk ð4Þ

Figure 1. Histogram on AMF parameters of research groups measuring SAR from calorimetric or magnetic methods. The height of each column
represents the number of research groups that have at least one publication between 2000 and 2012 measuring the SAR at the values of f and H0

corresponding to the position of the column in the horizontal plane. For example, the column at the position (200 kHz, 3 kA/m) accounts for all the
groups using 200–299 kHz and 3–3.9 kA/m. In the central insets, the columns corresponding to the biological range as defined in Atkinson et al. [35]
are displayed in white, while the rest are displayed in blue.
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where Ms is the saturation magnetisation of the material in SI

units, VM is the magnetic volume of each MNP, kB is the

Boltzmann constant and Hk is the anisotropy field. However,

as stated in Carrey et al. [97], if SAR values are not

negligible, the condition on the right is fulfilled when the

condition on the left is, indicating that LRT is only valid in

the low field range, and that the maximum H0 value for LRT

validity decreases with increasing VM.

Some of the most widespread commercial devices for

magnetic measurements allow performing �00 high-sensitivity

measurements as a function of T, f and H0. For example, the

PPMS and MPMS from Quantum Design (San Diego, CA),

work with f¼ 10 Hz–10 kHz, H0� 1.2 kA/m and f¼ 0.1 Hz–

1 kHz, H0� 0.2 kA/m, respectively, but these parameters are

not that useful for MFH. Special-purpose high-frequency AC

susceptometers have been built [43,46–50,112], with frequen-

cies up to 1 MHz, one of them is currently commercially

available [48]. They use H0� 0.5 kA/m, with an exception

[50], where H0 reaches 3.2 kA/m. In most cases, the f and H0

ranges of these set-ups still demand extrapolations in order to

predict SAR for MFH applications, with the subsequent

inaccuracies. Finally, the system described in Bekovic et al.

[43] allows the simultaneous calculation of �00 and the

hysteresis loop area from the temporal evolution of H and M,

the SAR obtained with both magnetic methods displaying a

good accordance. This device can also determine SAR as a

function of T for temperatures above room temperature.

As a final remark applicable to all magnetic methods, in

addition to typical experimental considerations for general

magnetic measurements (e.g. diamagnetic corrections for

sample holders and dispersive media), the T at which the

measurement is performed must be considered, since, as SAR

depends on T, each obtained value should be assigned to the

mean T of each measuring process. Keeping in mind that the

MNPs under study are designed for heating applications,

some heating is expected during measurements in the sample

and in the metallic parts surrounding it, especially in devices

without T control.

Calorimetric determination of SAR

Background

Calorimetry, the science of measuring the amount of heat, is

the ‘direct’ way to determine SAR. By using calorimetric

methods, neither magnetic mechanisms originating heat

dissipation, nor data acquisition rates, need to be considered

a priori, contrarily to magnetic measurements, since it is the

consequence of the magnetic moment reversal that is

quantified.

Heat quantification is usually performed through the

measurement of the temperature evolution of the sample

under study. For that purpose, one must use a set-up allowing

the measurement of T, and a thermal model describing such

physical system, since the temperature evolution of the sample

is a consequence of the balance between the heat generated by

the sample and the heat interchanged with its environment, and

depends on the thermal properties and geometric characteris-

tics of both the sample and its environment.

It is obvious that the better the thermal model fits the

physical system, the more accurate is the determination of

heat. But it often happens that the simpler the measuring set-

up, the more complicated the thermal model, since it includes

many thermal parameters of both the sample and its

environment, which vary with space and time, and are

difficult to determine.

In a general thermal model for SAR measurement, the

sample is initially at the same temperature as its environment,

T0, and the AMF is switched on at t¼ 0. Given that the

sample generates heat upon AMF application, it can be

considered a sample with heat sources inside. If we assume

that the heat sources (MNPs) are homogeneously distributed

across the sample, then the heat power by volume unit is P/V,

where V is the volume of the whole sample. The heat

generated by the MNPs is diffused across the sample, and the

heat flux arriving to the sample limits is continuously

transferred to the sample environment (e.g. container, insu-

lator, air) by conduction, convection and radiation. The T

distribution inside the sample is governed, for the case of

solids and fluids either stationary or in laminar flow, by the

heat-propagation equation with heat sources:

� � c � @T ~r, tð Þ=@t ¼ � � r2T ~r, tð Þ þ P=V ð5Þ

where �, c and � are, respectively, the mass density, the

specific heat (J/g �K) and the thermal conductivity (W/m �K)

of the sample, considered homogeneous within the sample,

and ~r is the position vector of the different points of the

sample. This differential equation in partial derivatives can be

solved analytically but, given that such equation derives

generally complex analytical solutions, these problems are

often tackled with numerical calculations. In both cases,

resolution involves using the temporal and the boundary

conditions adequate to each case, which depend on the

thermal interaction between the sample and its environment.

Solutions may reflect temperature gradients across the

sample, and also different temporal evolutions for different

points of the sample.

The thermal model for SAR measurement is appreciably

simplified if the temperature gradients across the sample are

neglected, so the sample temperature is considered always

homogeneous. This is obviously an idealisation of the system,

since a thermal gradient exists inside the sample, given that

heat is transferred to the environment. This assumption gives

reasonable estimations when the internal (inside the sample)

thermal relaxation time is about ten times lower than the

external one (sample to its environment) [113]. Both relax-

ation times depend on thermal and geometrical parameters of

the sample and its environment and vary for each experi-

mental set-up. The most suitable case of application would

involve a highly conductive sample with a weak thermal link

to its environment.

Within this approximation, the power balance between the

sample and its environment can be used to infer the temporal

evolution of the sample temperature. Considering ideal

isoperibol conditions (i.e. the temperature of the sample

varies, but the temperature of its environment is always

constant), and assuming linear losses between the sample and

its environment, this power balance can be written as

C � dT tð Þ
dt
¼ P� L � T tð Þ � T0½ � ð6Þ
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where C¼
P

ci �mi, is the heat capacity (J/K) of the sample,

obtained as the summation of the products of the mass (mi)

and specific heat (ci) of all parts integrating the sample, and

L(W/K) is a not necessarily constant coefficient accounting

for losses. This equation reflects that the temperature rise of

the sample is the consequence of the balance between the heat

power generated by the MNPs and the heat power lost to the

environment.

Equation 6 includes several parameters whose values may

undergo significant changes with temperature, namely, C, P

and L. However, in most cases, if the temperature interval of

the experiment is small (several degrees Celsius), these

parameters can be considered independent of T. In such cases,

the solution to this differential equation, considering

T(t¼ 0)¼ T0 and switching on the AC field at t¼ 0, is

T tð Þ ¼ T0 þ DTmax 1� e�
t
�

h i
ð7Þ

where DTmax¼P/L, and � ¼C/L. In the stationary state, the

heat generated and lost become equal, and the sample

temperature remains constant at a value Tmax¼ T0þDTmax.

Starting from this theoretical background, the calorimetric

methods currently used for SAR determination are described

and their accuracy discussed.

Initial-slope method

The initial-slope method for SAR determination is based on

two main assumptions: (1) the sample temperature is always

homogeneous while heating upon application of an AMF, and

(2) heat losses are negligible during a certain time interval at

the beginning of the heating process. According to the first

assumption, Equation 7 describes the T-vs-t characteristic of

the sample. The derivative of this equation at the onset of

heating is

dT

dt

����
t!0

¼ P

C
e

L
C

t

� �����
t!0

¼ P

C
ð8Þ

and, according to this equation, SAR can be calculated as

SAR ¼ C

mMNP

� dT

dt

����
t!0

¼ C

mMNP

� � ð9Þ

where the initial slope, �, is calculated within the time

interval, Dt, in which heat losses are negligible (see

Figure 2A). As stated above, the correct use of Equation 7

also requires the consideration of small temperature intervals,

to ensure that P and C are temperature independent. Given

that this method uses the initial part of the T-vs-t character-

istic, this condition is generally fulfilled. The use of small T

intervals would help as well to assure negligible thermal

losses.

In one of the earliest references of the use of the initial-

slope method for SAR determination [114], a special-purpose

set-up was fabricated to determine the SAR of iron oxide

MNPs suspended in different dispersive media. In it, samples

were thermally isolated in a vacuum vessel placed into a

circular two-turn coil, and temperature variations were

measured by means of a type-T thermocouple (copper/

constantan). In that case, the initial slope dT/dt was obtained

by linear regression of the T-vs-t trend at the start of heating

and SAR was calculated from an equation analogous to

Equation 9.

Currently, most of the research groups working on MFH

have adopted this initial-slope method [4–6,9,10,29,37–

39,41,46,47,51–74,96,107,115,116], most probably due to

the relatively easy built-in experimental set-ups (see

Figure 2B). Variations of the above-reported set-up have

been built in many research laboratories, and few of them are

currently commercially available. In these set-ups, AMF is

often generated inside cooled (water, air, nonane) copper coils

with a number of turns ranging between 2 and 70, although in

some cases the AFM is created within the gap of ferrite-core

electromagnets [5,46,62,69]. In Chen et al. [116], an orthog-

onal synchronised bi-directional AMF is reported. Samples

are placed in a wide variety of containers: glass or plastic test

tubes, twin-walled test tubes, Petri dishes, plastic or glass

vials, PCR microtubes, glass capillaries, centrifuge or

microcentrifuge tubes, plastic capsules and also special-

purpose holders in polypropylene or Teflon, glass flasks with

vacuum shield, etc., whose volume is either partially or fully

occupied by the sample. The group sampleþ container is

often partially or fully thermally linked with room air by

different poor heat-conducting means, such as vacuum

vessels, twin-walled glass vessels with air flow, polystyrene

or polyurethane foams, asbestos, polypropylene or Teflon.

The temperature of the sample is registered by different

contact or non-contact sensors, namely thermistors, thermo-

couples, organic liquid thermometers, pyrometers, IR cameras

or fibre-optic probes, the last ones being most common. From

the T-vs-t characteristics obtained, data within a certain initial

time interval, which varies from several tens of seconds to

several minutes, is used to calculate the initial slope, either by

differentiation of a fit (linear [41,53,114], polynomial [4,61])

or by direct calculation of DT/Dt [38,51,60,66]. Some authors

use numerical differentiation and, given that the initial T-vs-t

trend is not strictly linear and the slope is non-constant, they

use maximum slopes [56,107] or constant slopes [59] to

determine SAR. In summary, there is a large variety of set-ups

and measuring conditions.

While the greatest advantage of this technique is the

relative simplicity of the experimental arrangement, its most

important and concerning drawback is the unknown degree of

uncertainty of the obtained data. Given that Equation 7 is just

a simplified model discarding temperature diffusion across

the sample, and that the determination of � takes place most

probably at the transient state of the sample temperature, the

above assumptions should be verified for the different

experimental conditions. Several works accounting for the

inaccuracy of this technique are detailed below.

In Jones and Winter [115], microspheres containing differ-

ent amounts of ferromagnetic material were infused into rabbit

kidneys via the renal artery, and T-vs-t characteristics were

recorded in vivo for different locations of the temperature

sensor, and upon application of an alternating magnetic field

generated inside a 15-turn induction coil. The observed trends

were found to be exponential, and the initial slope of the T-vs-t

trends was described using an equation equivalent to Equation

9. Comparing the experimental dT/dt values with those

calculated using the SAR value obtained from VSM measure-

ments, deviations from 0 up to 85% were obtained, mainly

DOI: 10.3109/02656736.2013.826825 Accurate SAR measurement of nanoparticles for MFH 743



assigned to the simplified assumption of homogeneous heating

and neglecting of thermal conduction and tissue perfusion,

although the inaccuracy of the VSM technique would surely

play a role (see Hysteresis loops above).

In Natividad et al. [117], experimental SAR data obtained

with the initial-slope method and the pulse heating method

(see Pulse heating method below) were compared for different

insulating conditions, temperature sensors and sample–sensor

contacts. The sample used was constituted by about 0.3 mL of

a magnetite-based aqueous ferrofluid inside a quartz con-

tainer. Using the accurate SAR value obtained by the pulse

heating method as a reference (0.72 W/g for f¼ 109 kHz and

H0¼ 2 kA/m), the uncertainties of the initial-slope method

were determined. Using as temperature sensor a glued

thermocouple, SAR underestimations between 2% and 34%

were obtained under different isolation conditions. With

polystyrene foam as insulator, and using a pyrometer or a

fibre-optics thermometer measuring through the container,

underestimations of 48–50% were obtained. And finally, with

polystyrene foam as insulator, and a fibre-optics thermometer

inside the ferrofluid, the SAR was either overestimated (5%,

using a Dt¼ 40 s for linear regression) or underestimated

(12%, using a Dt¼ 120 s for linear regression).

More recently, numerical simulations of the heating

process were performed in order to infer the potential sources

of errors in measuring SAR using the initial-slope method

[32,118]. Simulations were developed in ideal isoperibol

conditions and according to typical experimental set-ups. The

main results indicate that the sample volume required to

obtain a reduced error must be relatively high (e.g. 2.5 mL or

more for a power density of 3.8 W/cm3), but this critical

volume varies with other parameters such as specific heat or

heat power dissipation level. According to these authors, the

best results are obtained when the temperature sensor is

placed where the sample temperature is a maximum, this

emplacement not being always exactly the same in all

experiments. Eventually, short interval times (of the order

of several seconds) in general provide less error.

Figure 2. SAR determination by calorimetric methods in non-adiabatic isoperibol conditions: (A) SAR calculation by the initial-slope (�) method, (B)
scheme of a typical experimental set-up, (C) SAR calculation using the parameters DTmax (maximum temperature increment) and � (relaxation time)
obtained from the fit of the complete T-vs-t curve to the exponential trend characteristic of isoperibol conditions.
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The above results clearly indicate that measuring condi-

tions and set-ups affect uncertainties. In practice, the wide-

spread utilisation of the initial-slope method has driven an

incorrect systematic use of Equation 9 as a quasi-exact

definition of SAR, and measurement uncertainties derived

from the lack of matching between experimental conditions

and the assumptions of the method are seldom referred to. As

a consequence, published results may present from small to

large unknown uncertainties and, for this reason, data so

obtained must be handled with care, and considered in many

cases an estimation. A better control of the uncertainties

would imply a homogenisation of measuring set-ups, and the

development of a more precise thermal model that establishes

the measuring conditions to be used in each case, as discussed

in next section.

Use of time constant and DTmax

For some occasions, the assessment of the suitability of MNPs

for MFH is performed by measuring DTmax in more or less

isoperibol conditions [47,74,77,78,83,90,107]. Considering

the assumptions leading to Equation 7, DTmax equals P/L, that

is, it depends on the heat power dissipation, but also on the

measuring set-up and conditions through the coefficient L. As

a consequence, DTmax is useful to compare different samples

measured with the same set-up and measuring conditions, but

it does not allow the calculation of SAR. Also, measuring

DTmax may involve T intervals of several tens of degrees

Celsius, in which P and L are rightly or wrongly considered T-

independent. And finally, it is easily understood that this

DTmax cannot reflect the DTmax values acquired during MFH

therapies, unless sample environment and heat transfer

mechanisms of the body are exactly reproduced in the

experiment.

Also from Equation 7, one can deduce that it is possible to

determine SAR in isoperibol conditions by multiplying DTmax

by the time constant of the heating (or cooling) process, � .

This product is equal to P/C, and allows the calculation of

SAR as

SAR ¼ C

mMNP

� DTmax

�
ð10Þ

This method requires the fitting of the whole T-vs-t

characteristic to an exponential similar to that in Equation 7

(see Figure 2C), and a good agreement between the assump-

tions of the thermal model and the experimental arrangement

and conditions all along the experiment. In practice, fewer

authors [7,28,31,69,75,82,91,94] use the values of � and

DTmax obtained from exponential fits to determine SAR.

By using a typical experimental arrangement for determin-

ing SAR with the initial-slope method, an exponential trend of

the kind

T tð Þ ¼ p0 þ p1 1� e�p2t½ � ð11Þ

is generally obtained, where p0, p1 and p2 are fit parameters.

This exponential trend may be very reproducible and the

temperature data may have high accuracy, but in many

experimental conditions it may occur that

p1 6¼
P

L
, p2 6¼

L

C
! SAR 6¼ C

mMNP

� DTmax

�
ð12Þ

This inequality is a consequence of the lack of matching

between the experimental arrangement and the thermal model

from which Equation 10 is obtained.

This problem has not been really tackled for SAR

determination, but it has been for heat capacity measure-

ments years ago. Indeed, the problem of measuring heat

capacity is analogous to that of measuring SAR, with the

difference that, in the first case, the heat power applied to

the sample is known and the heat capacity unknown, and

in the second, it is quite the contrary. Note that heat

capacity and heat power are coupled in many equations.

Two examples of well-established non-adiabatic heat-

capacity measuring methods are AC calorimetry [119,120]

and relaxation calorimetry [119,121,122]. Both methods use

a carefully selected permanent thermal link between the

sample and its environment, which is controlled to a

temperature T0. This link is responsible for the external

(sample to environment) thermal relaxation time. The

accuracy of these methods was improved by finding,

through precise theoretical developments, the experimental

conditions allowing the calculation of C from fitting

parameters. In both methods, the establishment of a

sample environment controlled to a temperature T0 is a

basic requirement, and the selection of an appropriate

thermal link for each couple’s sample environment is

crucial to gain accuracy.

For SAR determination, if we use a ferrofluid inside a

container, and both inside an insulating material (e.g.

polystyrene foam), then we must define the sample envir-

onment and the thermal link between the sample and its

environment. If we consider our sample to be just the

ferrofluid and its environment to be the container, then

Equation 7 cannot be used to describe our system, given that

the environment does not have a constant temperature all

along the experiment. If we consider the room air to be the

environment, and if its temperature remains constant during

the experiment, then the container and the insulator are the

thermal links between the sample and the environment.

These thermal links have their heat capacities and thermal

conductivities, etc., which must be fitted relative to the

characteristics of the sample [123] in order to gain accuracy,

as it is done in AC and relaxation calorimetry.

In conclusion, to quantify the uncertainties derived by the

use of the experimental trend described by Equation 11 for

SAR calculation using � and DTmax, the precise thermal

model of each particular experimental system must be

developed starting from Equation 5 and accounting for all

flux balances with the elements present in the experimental

arrangements, in order to describe the spatial and temporal

evolution of T, infer the physical meaning of the fit

parameters p0, p1 and p2, and find the experimental conditions

allowing the calculation of SAR from these parameters. This

model should be equally helpful to determine the most

suitable experimental conditions for calculating SAR with the

initial-slope method.

Eventually, another possibility would be to modify the

experimental set-up to fit a much more simplified thermal

model. Based on this opposite approach, the method based

on the simplest theoretical model is described in the next

section.
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Pulse heating method

Methods described in previous sections are based on the

determination of SAR from T-vs-t characteristics during AMF

application and/or in transient states of the sample tempera-

ture. Contrarily, the pulse heating method uses the T-vs-t

equilibrium trends before and after AMF application, so that

problems related to transient states are minimised.

The pulse heating method in adiabatic conditions, trad-

itionally used in calorimetry, is considered the unique

‘absolute’ and the most accurate and direct method for the

determination of heat capacities [119,124]. The use of this

technique requires a set-up providing adiabatic measuring

conditions, i.e., the temperature of the sample environment

must be continuously equal to that of the sample, which

results in minimixation of thermal losses and, as a conse-

quence, the T-vs-t trend during heating is strictly linear. This

is in contrast to isoperibol conditions, in which T-vs-t trends

are exponential, as seen in previous sections.

The greatest advantage of this method lies in its very

simple thermal model, since it reproduces the thermodynamic

definition of the isobaric heat capacity [124]. For heat

capacity determination, a heat pulse of duration Dt is

delivered to the sample by a calibrated heater, and the heat

capacity of the sample is obtained as C¼Q/DT, where C is

the heat capacity of the sample and its addenda (e.g.

container), Q is the known amount of heat provided by the

heater during Dt, and DT is the temperature increment of the

sample. Analogously, in SAR determination Q is provided by

MNPs upon application of an AMF pulse, but this magnitude

is unknown. Knowing the heat capacity of the sample, SAR

can be calculated as

SAR ¼
Q
Dt

mMNP

¼ C

mMNP

� DT

Dt
ð13Þ

In this equation, SAR and C are considered T-independent,

which implies the use of small DT values.

Within this method the experimental set-up is more

complicated. Adiabatic conditions are achieved by holding

the sample (and its container) using poorly conductive means

(e.g. thin threads) in a vacuum environment, to avoid

conduction and convection. Both are surrounded by a

radiation shield, whose temperature must be continuously

controlled to the same temperature of the sample, so that

thermal radiation losses to the shield cannot occur due to

absence of temperature differences between them. Holding

means and temperature sensor wires are thermalised in the

radiation shield, to reduce thermal gradients.

In these conditions, the sample temperature is registered

before, during, and after application of a heating pulse of

duration Dt. An example is shown in Figure 3(A), for the

cases of strictly ‘perfect’ and some ‘imperfect’ adiabatic

control. In the former, the temperature drifts before and after

AC field application are constant, while in the latter, these

drifts are non-constant, but still linear and indicative of

acceptable adiabatic conditions. Such non-constant linear

drifts are due to the presence of very small heat losses

(negative slope) or gains (positive slope).

The temperature increment of the sample due to the

heating pulse is determined from these T-vs-t characteristics.

For ‘imperfect’ isothermal control, corrections of the small

thermal losses are performed by linear-fitting the temperature

drifts in equilibrium, and subtracting the extrapolations of

both drift rates toward the midpoint of Dt, as indicated in

Figure 3(B).

According to the analogy between the determination of

heat capacity and SAR, it could seem feasible to couple an

alternating field generation system to an adiabatic calorimeter

for heat capacity determination in order to obtain an adiabatic

set-up for SAR measurement. However, adiabatic calorim-

eters for heat capacity determination are mainly constituted

by highly conductive metallic parts, which would rapidly heat

up due to Foucault currents in the presence of the AC

magnetic fields suitable for MFH. For this reason, adiabatic

set-ups must be redesigned for SAR determination following

the same scheme of adiabatic calorimeters for heat capacity,

but with materials in which negligible Foucault currents can

be induced.

A realisation of such set-ups can be found in Natividad

et al. [30] and is schematised in Figure 3(C). This set-up can

measure solid and liquid samples, works in the biological

range of field application, and is up to date, the only one

reported for adiabatic SAR determination by the pulse heating

method. It contains polymeric and ceramic materials in the

vicinity of the sample, except for the adiabatic shield heater

(thin film resistive alloy) and the temperature sensors (thin

thermocouple wire). The AMF is provided by a 30-turn coil

placed outside the glass vessels (vacuum and liquid nitrogen),

so that the eventual heating at high field amplitudes does not

interfere in the adiabatic control.

The accuracy of the pulse heating method in adiabatic

conditions for SAR determination was evaluated with this set-

up by measuring the induction heating power of a copper

cylinder [30]. The theoretical value, calculated using the

analytical expression for the heating power dissipated due to

Foucault currents by a metallic semi-infinite cylinder in a

uniform axial alternating magnetic field, and the experimental

one were found to differ only in 3%. With the same set-up,

sample and temperature sensor measurements were carried

out without adiabatic control, and the use of the initial-slope

method with linear regression underestimated the theoretical

SAR by 21%, confirming the inaccuracies that may arise from

this method.

The use of the heating pulse method in adiabatic condi-

tions has other advantages, apart from accuracy. Given that

measurements take place in adiabatic conditions, all heat

generated by the MNPs is invested in the sample temperature

rise, and the obtained temperature increments are larger than

those obtained in non-adiabatic conditions, in which a part of

the generated heat is lost to the environment. This allows the

determining of smaller SAR values with AC field parameters

within the biological range of field application [117], contrary

to non-adiabatic methods that tend to use higher H0 and

f values to obtain similar temperature rises.

Also, the temperature control used within this technique

allows the obtaining of SAR measurements at different

temperatures by performing successive AC field pulses

providing heating ramps, as seen in Figure 3(B). The DT

value obtained in each AMF pulse is assigned to the

arithmetic mean of the upper and lower temperatures defining
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DT. This SAR(T) determination is useful when characterising

samples whose heating power varies appreciably in the

temperature range of interest for MFH. In Natividad et al.

[125], for example, SAR(T) determination was crucial to

clarify the behaviour observed in heating experiments of self-

regulating MNPs.

This SAR(T) determination can be equally extended to

sub-ambient temperatures [126] if the set-up provides means

of cooling (e.g. liquid nitrogen dewar). Even if MNPs

operate between 36	 and 45 	C in MFH, the study of the

low-temperature dependence of the heating power derives

relevant information to be used to correlate SAR, material

properties, and AMF parameters, providing physical data

about dissipation mechanisms as well as feedbacks to

synthetic groups, in the same way as magnetic measure-

ments do.

Eventually, adiabatic calorimetry is traditionally assigned

two main disadvantages: (1) being time consuming, and (2)

requiring a great quantity of sample. In the case of the set-up

reported in Natividad et al.[30], the establishment of adiabatic

conditions takes about 3 h, the measurement of one SAR value

at ambient temperature takes 20–35 min, and the determin-

ation of SAR at seven different AMF amplitudes, about 2 h

[117]. These durations are comparable or even smaller than

those involving measurements performed in isoperibol con-

ditions, where an initial stabilisation of the sample at T0 is

required, heating experiments take several minutes, and

relaxation to T0 is required before a subsequent measurement.

This relaxation duration depends on the thermal link between

the sample and its environment and may last several tens of

minutes [117]. On the other hand, a typical sample volume

used for a ferrofluid in the set-up reported in Natividad et al.

Figure 3. SAR determination by the pulse-heating method in adiabatic conditions: (A) T-vs-t trend in perfect (p) and imperfect (i) adiabatic conditions;
(B) calculation of DT and SAR, in imperfect adiabatic conditions at different temperatures, using the T-vs-t trend resulting from the application of
successive alternating magnetic field pulses, which allows determination of SAR in function of temperature, and (C) scheme of the experimental set-up
reported in Natividad et al. [30].
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[30] is 0.1 mL, which may be high compared to the minimum

volume required for magnetic measurements, but is lower

than volumes required for a correct determination by initial-

slope determination [118].

Conclusion and final remarks

A review of the sources of uncertainties, as well as their

possible minimisation, of the currently available methods for

quantifying the SAR of magnetic materials for MFH have

been performed. In the case of magnetic methods, inaccura-

cies in SAR determination come mainly from the lack of

experimental set-ups working at the alternating magnetic field

parameters suitable for clinical MFH. This fact demands

extrapolations of SAR values, with the subsequent inaccura-

cies derived from the non-fulfilment of the most used scaling

law, SAR/ f �H2
0 . However, recent home-made set-ups are

starting to overcome this problem. With respect to calorimet-

ric methods in isoperibol conditions, which are the most used,

inaccuracies in SAR determination come mainly from the

lack of matching between thermal models, experimental set-

ups and measuring conditions. Last but not least, the pulse

heating method in adiabatic conditions, traditionally used for

determination of heat capacities, has been successfully

implemented for SAR measurements and has been clearly

proven to provide high accuracy.

As final remark, although obtaining accurate SAR values is

essential, neither the most typical SAR measurements of

ferrofluids are likely to reproduce SAR values in tissues, nor

is determining SAR from direct in vivo trials likely to be

accurate. But halfway between both is measuring SAR

accurately on more adequate and realistic systems, such as

phantoms or biopsies, in order to succeed in achieving a good

correlation between SAR and the Tmax values acquired during

therapies.
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